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Unit 1 A Birthday Party 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning  

decorate the room v. to embellish the room  

wrap the present v. to enclose a gift  

sign the card v. to write on signature on the 
letter  

frost the cake v. to pour sweet syrup on baked 
bread sheets  

plan the games v. to design the matches  

invite friends v. to ask others to come  

color the party hats v. to put colors on the head 
coverings used in party  

prepare the food v. to cook  

 
greet friends v. to welcome friends  

 
open presents v. to unfold gifts  

 

play musical 
chairs 

v. to do a game that players sit on 
the chairs when the music stops  

 
pick a prize v. to choose a gift  

 
watch a clown v. to see a comic performer  

 
serve the cake v. to give cake pieces to others  

 

pass out party 
favors 

v. to give party gifts to others  

 
help clean up v. to assist cleaning  
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Unit 2 Spring at School 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning  

look for bugs v. to find insects  

water plants v. to pour water onto the vegetable  

fix a gate v. to repair a door  

paint a fence v. to color a   

plant seeds v. to put seeds in the ground  

pick lemons v. to pull out a sour, yellow fruit 
from a tree  

pull weeds v. to remove unwanted plants   

watch birds v. to see a feathered animal  

 
throw a ball v. to cast a ball  

 
catch a ball v. to snatch a ball  

 
hit a ball v. to strike a ball  

 
eat outside v. to have food in the open air   

 
blow bubbles v. to make small balls that have air 

inside  

 
dig a hole v. to make a deep, empty space in 

the ground  

 
make a 

sandcastle 
v. to create  

 
sit under a tree v. to rest or lie under a tree  
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Unit 3 In Town 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning  

take the subway v. to ride a system of trains under 
the ground  

go to the mall v. to go to a large building with 
many stores  

meet a friend v. to come together with friends  

buy a dress v. to purchase an item of clothing 
worn by a woman  

eat fried chicken v. to eat a cooked hen  

have a smoothie v. to drink a beverage of fruit, 
yogurt, and ice blended  

get a haircut v. to cut the hair  

see a movie v. to watch a series of moving 
pictures  

 
drugstore n. a store that sells medicines  

 
post office n. a station that receives and 

delivers mails   

 
coffee shop n. a shop that sells coffee and other 

teas  

 
supermarket n. a large retail market  

 
movie theater n. a building that shows movies  

 
toy store n. a toy shop; mart  

 
department store n. a large store that sells a variety 

of goods in different sections  

 
restaurant n. a cafeteria; diner  
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Unit 4 Fun in Class 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning  

climb a rope v. to go up in holding a thick string  

do sit-ups v. to do an exercise that a person 
lifts the torso in a sitting position  

do a somersault v. to do a handspring; flip  

jump up and down v. to hop up and down  

bounce a ball v. to strike a ball into the ground 
and receive it back  

run a race v. to compete who arrives quickly 
at the end point  

jump rope v. to hop above a swinging rope  

play volleyball v. to do a game that makes points 
by striking the ball with hands   

 
piano n. a large musical instrument with a 

key board  

 
violin n. an instrument with a neck and 

strings stretched along it  

 
flute n. a long musical instrument which 

is played by blowing into a hole   

 
drums n. a musical instrument that sets 

the beat of music  

 
cymbals n. a plate of brass or bronze that 

makes a ringing sound  

 
trumpet n. a brass musical instrument with 

a flared bell  

 
cello n. the second largest member of 

the violin family  

 
recorder n. a musical wind instrument that 

has holes   
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Unit 5 The Petting Zoo 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning 

goats n. animal similar to a sheep  

donkeys n. a creature similar to a horse  

rabbits n. a small animal with long ears and 
a short tail  

ponies n. a small horse  

sheep n. animal that has a thick coat of 
fur  

llamas n. a woolly-haired South American 
mammal  

geese n. a large water bird related to a 
duck  

peacocks n. a bird with colorful; long feathers  

 
stubborn adj. difficult to manage  

 
colorful adj. rich in color  

 
gentle adj. having a peaceful nature  

 
popular adj. being liked  

 
dangerous adj. risky  

 
comfortable adj. at ease  

 
expensive adj. high in price  

 
crowded adj. full of people  
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Unit 6 My Room 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning 

posters n. a placard posted for advertising 
or decoration  

stuffed animals n. a soft toy that looks like real 
animals  

robots n. a machine that is designed to be 
similar to a person  

model airplanes n. a small copy of plane  

toy boxes n. a container for storing playthings  

coloring books n. a children's book of outline 
drawings for coloring  

puzzles n. a game that one should put 
pieces together to complete  

cushions n. a soft object that is placed on a 
chair  

 
gloves n. a piece of clothing with separate 

parts for each finger  

 
scarf n. a long, broad strip of wool or silk  

worn about the neck  

 
coat n. an outer clothing; jacket  

 
T-shirt n. an upper clothing; blouse  

 
sandals n. a casual summer shoe   

 
raincoat n. a waterproof coat made for 

avoiding rain  

 
rain boots n. a type of leather shoe made for 

avoiding rain  

 
poncho n. a blanket-like cloak  

http://www.dictionary.com/browse/post
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Unit 7 Camping 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning  

backpacks n. a bag carried on one's back  

tents n. a portable shelter  

sleeping bags n. a padded body-length bag  

water bottles n. a glass or plastic container that 
stores water  

cameras n. a device for taking photographs  

hiking boots n. a special shoe made for outdoor 
activities  

flashlights n. an electric torch  

first-aid kit n. a collection of emergency 
treatment  

 
put up a tent v. to make a portable shelter  

 
make a fire v. to light up a fire  

 
take photos v. to photograph  

 
ride a horse v. to sit on a back of horse to move  

 
climb a mountain v. to go up a high and large hill  

 
look at the stars v. to see shining bodies at the night 

sky  

 

sleep in a 
sleeping bag 

v. to sleep in a padded body-length 
bag  

 
cook over a fire v. to make food using a heat  
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Unit 8 Around the House 
 

Word Part of 
Speech Meaning Meaning  

make the bed v. to arrange the bed  

clean my room v. to clear away one's room  

put away my toys v. to arrange one's playthings  

feed the dog v. to give food for a dog  

sweep the floor v. to clean the surface with a 
broom  

set the table v. to arrange tableware  

wash the car v. to clean a vehicle  

take out the trash v. to put out the garbage  

 
listen to music v. to hear songs  

 
read a poem v. to read lyric; verse  

 
practice English v. to exercise using English 

language  

 
talk with friends v. to chat with friends  

 
play cards v. to do card games  

 
use the computer v. to employ an electronic machine  

 
play with my cat v. to enjoy with a cat  

 
watch movies v. to see a series of moving 

pictures  

 


